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Students' Views on the PacificBridge Program

1 . Introduction

Anthony Cripps

　Jack Ｌｏｎｄｏｎ’sfamous quote “You can't wait for inspiration. You have to go after it with ａ

club.”（ＳｏｎｏｍａState University, 2006) encapsulates the desire of those who refuse to settle

for the humdrum and seek an active life When Japanese students firstenter university many

wonder what their future holds. Study abroad programs provide students with the opportunity

to challenge not only their linguistic ability,but also their cultural flexibility.In ａ sense, these

programs offer students the chance to seek out inspiration｡

　This paper outlines ａ study abroad program which is run by Ritsumeikan University and

the University of British Columbia (UBC). After a brief discussion of the images　of

Japanese university　students　in the academic literature, l provide an　outline of the workings

of the program expounding the aims, its structure, and the student selection process. This is

followed by an analysis of the views of the program by the 2008－2009 cohort. Finally, some

suggestions　are given as to how the program　can be improved.

２ ．　Background

　There are as many images of Japanese university students as there are teachers.　Lee-Cunin

(2005, p. 137) contends that there　are two images which dominate the literature“the quiet

uncritical student type” and “the academically lazy student type” who regards university“as ａ

playground.” Academics have　explained　the　silence　that　is　often　encountered　in Japanese

university classes as being due to the notion of“losing face”(Taylor, 1983, p. 98) or related

to problems with teaching methodology and language proficiency （Ｃｈｅｎｇ，2000）.ＭＣｖeigh

（2001）offeｒs the opinion that Japanese　students' shyness　is related to fear resulting from

examination-based schooling. Davidson (1995) argues that this focus on　examinations　has

culminated in ａ general student body that lacks opinions and is less likely to seek knowledge

(see Lee-Cunin, 2005，p. 138). Considering this sober (and somewhat negative) overview of

perceptions of Japanese university students It IS perhaps unsurprising that many universities

are　offering new and challenging opportunities for their students. The Ｐａ�ic Bridge program

is one　such example｡
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3 .　The Ｐａ�icBridge Program

　Ritsumeikan University has ａｌｏｎｇassociation with the University of British Columbia.

The Ｐａ�ic Bridge (PB) program is provided over　ａ period of four　weeks by UBC to

Ritsumeikan University students and it is run　by UBC's Continuing Studies Centre for

Intercultural Cornmunication （ＣＩＣ）.ＴｈｅPB program is designed to“provide　a　unique, elite

level, educational opportunity for international university graduates” （ＵＢＣ，2009）.Ｔｈｅ PR

program takes place on ＵＢ（ヅscampus in Vancouver　and runs　from the second week of

February until mid-March. The curriculum is divided into seven components :

1 . Academic Seminars

2 .　Communication Workshops

3. Field Studies

4 . ProjectぺA^ork

5 ｡　optional Socio-Cultural Activities

6 .　DirectedIndependent Study

7 .　Self-DirectedCommunity Exploration

　UBC describes the PR program curriculum as “an interactive program of communication

skill development with an emphasis on Macroeconomics”（ＵＢＣ，2009）.Stｕｄｅｎtshave activities

35 hours　ａ week both in the classroom, and in the community. One major feature of the PR

program is 'Directed Independent Study' which UBC states is“ａ form of academic preparation

time to allow each participant to complete their assignments, put their language skills in use

following their own interests（ｖolｕｎtｅｅｒcommunity work, athletics, travel), and explore the

local ｃｏｍｍｕnitｙ”（ＵＢＣ，2009）.

　3.1. The Selection Process

　Students who wish to join the PR program attend ａ guidance session in early June. In this

session the details of various study abroad programs offered by Ritsumeikan University are

explicated. After attending the guidance session students make ａ written application to the

university in which they outline why they would like to attend the PB program. Applications

are　assessed by staff and faculty members.　Students who clear this vetting stage are　asked to

attend ａ selection interview which takes place in ｅａｒlｙJuly.

　The　selection　interview　procedure　involves　three　or　four　candidates at ａ time being

interviewed by two professors. The interviews are conducted in English and Japanese. During

the interviews　candidates have　an equal chance to demonstrate their spoken English ability,

to show their desire to attend the PR program, and to explain what they hope to achieve by

attending the program. For many of these students it is their firsttime to go abroad and they

are very enthusiastic（if not a littleapprehensive) about studying abroad. Once the professors
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have selected suitable candidates the decision is made known within a week of the interview.

Each year 15 to 20 students are selected｡

　Although　some　financial　support　is　provided　by　the　university, many　students　are

understandably hesitant to commit themselves to the PR program as they are　concerned

about the financial　burden.　In　addition, once　they have been selected, some students express

feelings of unease　such as “Iｓ ｍｙ Ｅｎｇｌｉｓｈｇｏｏｄｅｎｏｕgh?”and “Ｗｈａt　ｈａｐｐｅｎｓ　if　Ｉｃａｎt

ｕｎｄｅｒｓtａｎｄｍｙ ｈｏｍｅｓtａｙｆａｍｉり?”The pre-program workshops are　designed to help alleviate

these fears and provide students with ａ grounding in fundamental economic　and　cultural

issues.

　3 。2 .　Pre-program Workshops

　Pre-program workshops are　given by the two professors who run　the PR program for

Ritsumeikan. The first workshop is held before the end of the summer　semester. In this

initialworkshop the features of the PR program are outlined once again and the students are

encouraged to get to know　each other. They are divided into small presentation groups and

given　ａ　summer assignment which is to research one aspect of Canadian culture and to

prepare ａ paper for presentation at the start of the fall sernester. English is the sole language

of use for these　workshops and the presentations　are given in English｡

　Workshops　are　held each month to further develop the students' content knowledge of

economics and their ability to communicate in English. Students who have previously studied

at UBC （ｏｎthe longer nine-month program) sometimes attend the workshops and talk about

their time abroad. These　workshops are very popular as they give the PB program students

the opportunity to ask questions pertaining to the day-to-day aspects of life in Canada. In the

final workshop, students are given advice by travel agents concerning travel arrangements

and　immigration procedures.　The　students　also　take　an　Assessment of　Communicative

English (A. Ｃ. E.) placement test. The Ａ.Ｃ.Ｅ. test provides　an indication of the students'

listening ability,knowledge of conversational English, and grammatical ability.This pre-test

is followed by ａ post-test which is administered at the end of the PB program.

　3.3. The Pacific Bridsfe Schedule

　The schedule for the PB program provides students with ａ balance　of academic classes

alongside　cultural awareness　activities. The first week of the PR program　can be　quite

daunting as all classes are conducted in English by native English speakers.　Added to this is

the fact that the students are living abroad （ｍａｎｙfor the first time) and that, from the

rnoment they wake up, English is the main language that they will use throughout the daｙ･

The schedule for each week is drawn up by the CIC. An example of the schedule for the

first week is shown in Table １.
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Table 1 :　Ｐａｃｉｆｉｃ Ｂｒｉｄｇｅ ｐｒｏｇｒａｍ ｓｃｈｅｄｕle　foｒ ｖｕｅｅｋｏ麗

　　Day　　　Weekend　　　Monday　　　Tuesday　　Wednesday　　Thursday　　　Friday

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Assembly　　　Assembly　　　　　　　　　　　Assembly　　　Assembly

　　　　　　　　Socio-Cultu-　Communica-　　Academic　　　　Project　　　　Academic　　Communica-

　　　　.　　　ral Activity　　tion Work-　　　Seminar　　　　Work　　　　Seminar　　　tion Work-
Morninff　　

Trip to Vic-　　　shops　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　shops

　　　　　　　　　toria, BC

　　Noon　　　　　　　　　　　　Lunch Break　Lunch Break　　　　　　　　　　Lunch Break　Lunch Break

　　　　　　　　Self-directed　Guided Field　Communica-　Guided Field　Communica-　Networking

Afternoon　　　Community　　　Study　　　tion Work-　　　　Study　　　tion Work-　　　　Social

　　　　　　　　Exploration　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　shops　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　shops

　　　　　　　　　Directed　　　　Directed　　　　Directed　　　　Directed　　　　Directed　　　　Directed

　Evening"　　Independent　　Independent　　Independent　　Independent　　Independent　　Independent

　　　　　　　　　　Study　　　　　　　　Study　　　　　　　　Study　　　　　　　　Study　　　　　　　　Study　　　　　　　　Study

4 . Students' Views

　13 0ut of 15 students from the 2008－2009 cohort attended ａ feedback session which was

held after they returned to Japan. The students were asked to complete ａ questionnaire in

English on their views of the PR program (this questionnaire consisted of eight open-ended

questions). 10 0f the 13 students chose to write their responses in English, with three choosing

to write in English and Japanese.　The Japanese　responses were translated into English and

the　students' questionnaire responses　were　analyzed　using　ａ　grounded　theory　approach

(Strauss and Corbin, 1998). English responses　arepresented in their originalform.

4 ．1 ．　PositiveAspects of the Pacific Bridgre Program

　4． 1． 1.　Improved Speaking Skills

　Many students expressed that they were able to communicate better in English than before

“Thｒｏｕgh thiｓ ｐｒｏｇｒａｍ、ｌ ｃｏｕld ｓｐｅａｋ tｏ ｆｏｒｅｉｇｎｅｒｓ　ｉｎ　Ｋｎｇｌｉｓh.”Other students also

mentioned that they have become more experiential in their approach to speaking English‘７

ｂｅｃａｍｅａｃｔiｕｅtｏ ｓｐｅａｋＫｎｇｌｉｓh.”One student in particular stated that their speaking skills

improved considerably :

"Ｗｈｅｎ ｌ ｍｅt ｍｙ ｈｏｍｅｓtａｙ’ｓ、

ｐａｓｓｅｄI ｃｏｕld　talk　－ｗith　tｈｅｍ　ｖｅｒy仁斤ｌｅｎｄり.Ａｎｄ the　talking ｔｉｍｅ ｖｏｏｕｌｄｈｅ ｍｏｒｅ

ｌｏｎｇｅｒ　tｈａｎｂ吊:ｗｅ. ”

　　4．1． 2．　Improved Listening" Skills

　　110f the 13 students commented that their listening ability improved. One student noted

that they “ａｃtiｖelｙ”studiedthe English of their teachers and their homestay family in order
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to help improve their listening and speaking ability “l liｓtｅｎｅｄ　ｃａｒｅｆｕlり匝ｅｖｕａｙｏｆｕｓｉｎｏ:

ＶＤｏｒｄｓ　ｉｖｈｅｎ　thりｓｐｏｋｅ＾　ｓｏｌ ｃｏｕld ｕｓｅＥｎｇｌｉｓh　ＶＬ･ｏｒｄｓ　Ｘｉｕelに

　4 。1 。3 ．　Developing" ａ Positive Attitude

　The PR program helped the students develop ａ positive attitude towards English “ｌ　ｈｅｃａｆＹｉｅ

ａｃtiｖｅtｏｓｐｅａｋＫｎｇｌｉｓh　thｒｏｕgh　thiｓｐｒｏｇｒａｍ”and, through exposure to an English speaking

environment, they reconsidered their learning strategies. Others　stated that it “ｈｅｃａｆＹｉｅｎａtｕｒal

tｏｕｓｅＫｎｇｌｉｓh”　ａndthat they were　no longer“ａｆｒａｉｄｏｆｓｐｅａｋｉｎｇＫｎｇｌｉｓh.”Other positive

comments highlighted improved presentation skills, increased knowledge of slang, and higher

levels of motivation.

　4.1.4. Streng-ths of the Pacific Bridgre Program

　The students' comments about the strengths of the PB program were unanimous. They ａ１１

agreed that the main strength was that it afforded them the opportunity to meet and

communicate with people living in Vancouver.　The students said that this was a highly

　　　●　　　●　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　●　　　　　　　　　　●motivating experience.　One student sums up their　views　succinctly :

“Ｉ伍i�レiｔ ｖｏａｓｒｅ�りｇｏｏｄ tｏ ｍｅｅt ｍａ勺リ？ｅｏｐｌｅ　in　Ｙａｎｃｏｕでｅｒ＾　ｅｓｐｅｃｉａｌＫ心証ｄｅｎｔｓ　in

IJRC: Thりｔｏはｕｓ ｍａｎｙ　ｇｏｏｄ ｐｏｉｎtｓ　in　Ｖａｎｃｏｕｖｅｒ、ａｎｄ　ｇ皿･ｅ　ｕｓ　ｉｎｃｅｎtiｖｅ　tｏ　ｌｅａｒｎ

Ｅｎｇｌｉｓh.”

　The　opportunity to talk with people　from diffe･rent cultural backgrounds　helped the

students　reconsider　their　views　on　various　social, cultural, and　economic　issues.　As one

student explains “Ｗｅ　ｃａｎ　ｓtｕｄｙｎｏt ｏｎｌｙＫｎｇｌｉｓh＾　hｕt　alｓｏ　ｍｕlti-ｃｕltｔぴｅｓｙｓtｅｍａｎｄ ｃｒitical-

thinking　ａｎｄ ｓｏ ｏｎグ The students also expressed that they enjoyed meeting and talking with

UBC students.

　4.2. Difficulties

　By far the biggest problem which the students encountered regarding their English was

theirprofessed inabilityto communicate what they wanted to say. 10 0ut of the 13 students

who attended the feedback session were concerned about their communicative skillsin

English. Representative comments are listed below :

゛“Ｍｙ Ｋｎｇｌｉｓh ｓkillｓ iｓ 　ｖｅｒｙ　ｐｏｏｒ.Ｓｏｌ ｃａｎt ｃｏｍｍｕｎｉｃａtｅ ＶＤｉth　hoｓt ｍｏtheｒ ｍｏｒｅ

　心付）り丿

｀“Ｍｙ Ｋｎｇｌｉｓhレiｓｓｏ ｐｏｏｒ、ｓｏｓｏｍｅｔｉｍｅｓｍｙ Ｋｎｇｌｉｓｈｄｉｄｎ’ｔｘｖｏｒk.”

｀“Ma; Ｋｎｇｌｉｓhフｗａｓ　ｎｏtｇｏｏｄ ｅｎｏｕgh tｏ ｅｘｐｌａｉｎ　ｘｖhaにｌｗａ戒心tｏ ｓ卯. 7‾＾ｈｅｒｅ　’Ｕ）ｅｒｅ

　ｍａｎｖ tｉｍｅｓ･ＵＤｈｐｙｎｌ ｕ､^asn't understood." (Translated from Japanese)

　These comments are understandable considering the fact that,for many of the students,it

was their firsttime to live and study abroad. Other problems which were　raisedwere　related
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to poor　vocabulary “ｌ ｃｏｕｌｄ ｎｏt　ｕｎｄｅｒｓtａｎｄＲｏｍｅ.tｅｃｈｎｉｃａｌ　’ｕｍｒｄ＾グａndpoor pronunciation

“I’ｍ ｎｏt ｇｏｏｄ ａt ｐｒｏｎｏｕｎｃｉｎｇ，“ｒ”ａｎｄ“tK.’レＦｏｒｒａｙ ｐｏｏｒ ｐｒｏｎｕｎｃｉａtｉｏｎ，l　had difficｕltｙ

ｖｏｈｅｎ　I　tａｌｋｅｄｘｖith　ｍｙ hoｓt ｆａｍｉり丿However, the problems which they encountered were

far outweighed by the improvements which they mentioned.

　4 。3 . Weaknesses of the Pacific BridfifeProgram

　Of course,no study abroad program is perfect The questionnaire afforded the students the

opportunity to express any dissatisfactionwith the PB program. Lack of time was the rnost

commonly voiced weakness.　They stated that the program was too short and there　was too

much homework. Many of the students expressed the need for more　time in order to conduct

detailedresearch for their presentations.The PR program as it stands seems　to　putstudents

under too much pressure. One student'scomments encapsulates those　oftheir peers:

“Thiｓ ｐｒｏＱ:ｒａｍ　ｖｏａｓ ‘Ｕｅ鳥川%ａｒｄ. Thiｓ ｈａｄ ｍａｎｙ ａｃtiｖitieｓ、　ｓｏ　ｖｏｅ　ｃｏｕｌｄ ｇｅt Ｅｎｇｌｉｓh ｓkillｓ

ａｎｄ ｈｅ ｇｏｏｄ ａt ｓｐｅａｋｉｎｇ. Ｂｕt tｉｍｅ ｘｖａｓ　ｓｏ tight. Ｍ′１ ｖｏｅｒｅ ｓｏ tiｒｅｄ. Nou･、Ｉ伍行法疏iｓ

ｐｒｏＱ:ｒａｍ ｉｓ ｖｅｒｙ ｇｏｏｄ ｏｎｅ、 hｕt　ｓtｕｄｅｎtｓ might ｎｏt think ｓｏ ｄｕｒｉｎｇ ｄｏｉｎｇ几ﾌ:ｙｒｏＱ:ｒａｍ.

　Other students pointed out that the lack of time hampered their ability to learn more about

the　culture　of the area　“7‾＼iｓ ｐｒｏｇｒａｍｉｓ ｖｅｒｙ　ｓhoｒt．Ｓｏ、ｌｈａｖｅ ｎｏ tｉｍｅ tｏ ｌｅａｒｎＫｎｇｌｉｓh tｏ

ｋｎｏｘｖ thiｓ ｃｏｕｎtｒｙａｎｄ ｃｔ山:ｕｒｅａｎｄ ｓｏ ｏｎグOther perceived weaknesses　focused on the lack

of information given to the students before they went to Canada and the fact that there　was

some　overlap between the economics subjects that they studied at Ritsumeikan University

and those studied at UBC.

　4.4. General Comments about the Program

　The students stated that the PB program was　ａ　meaningful experience　for them and that

the　general　feeling　about　the　program　was　　extremely　positive.　Comments　such as

“ｘｖｏｎｄｅｒｆｕl”and　Ｑ:ｏｏｄwere　often used to describe their sentiment. The following comment

is representative of their assessment of the PB program :

“ｌ ｈａｄ ａフvery good ｔｉｍｅ ｉｎ　Ｃａｎａｄａ､ ｌ ｓtｕｄｉｅｄ ｍａｎｙ　ｔhingｓ ａｎｄ ｕ）ｅｎt　ｓio:削ｓｅｅｉｎｏ:. Ｔｈｅ

tｅａｃｈｅｒｓ　ｘｖｅｒｅ‘ｖｅｒｙ　kind tｏ ｕｓ．Ｂｕt　Ｉ ｉｊｕａｎtｅｄ tｏ ｃｏｍｍｕｎｉｃａtｅ ｉｊｕitｈ ｏtheｒ ｓtｕｄｅｎtｓ ｉｎ

ＵＢＣ、ｍｏｒｅ. ”

5 ．　Looking Ahead

　For a program to evolve it needs to take account of its stakeholders.In the questionnaire

the students were asked to give advice to prospective PR students, as well as providing

spe�ic information　on how the PB program should be improved.
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　5 。1 .　Advice to Prospective Students

　The advice which the 2008 －2009 cohort gave to prospective PR students was mainly

divided between pre-travel suggestions and information on living in Canada. Pre-travel advice

centered on the need to　study economics beforehand with the cohort warning that future

students“ｓhoｕｌｄ　ｐｒｅｐａｒｅ”　fortheir economics classes before leaving for Canada. Other

comments focused on practical aspects such as minimizing the amount of luggage taken to

Canada, the need to take　ａ　notebook computer, and the superfluous　nature of １００Canadian

dollar bills.The most prevalent piece of advice was　simplｙ町）ｏｎt　heｓhｙ！!”The students

strongly encouraged future participants to be positive and to grasp the opportunity to speak

and use English in an active way. These four comments are wholly representative of those　of

the　group :

1 ｡“Get ａｌｏｎｇwith your host family. Don't speak Japanese　in ａ class. Through English,

　　learn not only English and culture.”

2 ｡ “Don't forget to use English anytime. Thinking in English and talking in English

　　improve your English skill.Ｄｏｎ’tforget critical-thinking.This will improve your life.”

3 ｡“Do not be shy when you have　opportunity you can communicate with various people.

　　Do not hesitate speaking English. Do not be complete. Even if your English is not

　　good, they can　understand.”

4 ｡“Don't be shy to communicate. This program is so　short, so　if　you are　shy, you did

　　lost the chance　to improve your English skill and get friends.“Ｄｏｎ’tbe shy.” The

　　most important.”

　5 。2 ．　Students'Views on Improving' the Pacific Bridg"e Program

　The improvements that the students wanted to see logically mirrored those　of　the　PR

progra�s perceived weaknesses.　The need to increase　students'free time was paramount.

Many students expressed the desire to extend the PR program by at least one week.

　5.3. Final Comments

　The　last　open-ended　question　allowed　the　students　the　opportunity　to　add　additional

comments on the PB program. In their final comments some students focused on the need for

more information (sｕｃｈas information about the homestay families and security issues).

Many of the students described the PB program as giving them "a good ａ７/回心nee."Typical

comments are shown here :

゛“Ｔｈａｎｋｓ tｏ thiｓ ｐｒｏＱ:ｒａｍ、ｌ ｃａｎ ｅｘｐｅｒｉｅｎｃｅでａｒioｕｓ ｔhingｓ. ｌ ｃａｎ ｈａでｅ ｎｅｖｕ ｇｏａｌ ａｂｏｕｔ

　ｍｙ　fｕtｕｒｅ. 71‾＾hank ｙｏｕ.”

゜“じI ｒｅ�りａｐｐｒｅｃｉａtｅ ｔhiｓ ｐｒｏＱ:ｒａｍ、ｍｙ斤ｔｅｎｄｓ、ｍｙ ｔｅａｃｈｅｒｓ、ａｎｄ ｍｙ ｐａｒｅｎtｓ.1 1eaｒｎｅｄ

　ａｋ)レin　thiｓ Ｋｎｇｌｉｓh、　ａｎｄ ｌ ｘｖill impｒｏ‘ｖｅ　伍iｓ ｓkill and knoｘｖｌｅｄｇｅグ

｀“ｌ ｈａｄ ｇｏｏｄ tｅａｃｈｅｒｓ、hoｓｔ　familｙ、斤ｔｅｎｄｓ　in　Ｃａｎａｄａ、ａｎｄ ｌ 決行決ｌ ｃｏｕｌｄ ｉｍｐｒｏｖｅ

　ｍｙ ＥｎｇｌｉｓfI skill.I’d like tｏ ｓ即決ａｎｋ ｙｏｕ tｏ ｐｅｏｐｌｅ ｖｏｈｏ ｕ・ｏ戒心thiｓ ｐｒｏｇｒａｍ !”

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∩97）
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　5 。4 .　Sufifsrestionsfor Improving the Pacific Bridsre Program

　The feedback from the students was extremely helpful.Considering their comments the

following proposals for improving the PR program　are offered:

゜Improve the support provided before students leave for UBC. Specific improvements

　include more information on　security issues and life in Canada.

゜Pre-program　support　should　also　provide　guidance　on interaction with　homestay

　families and samples of course　content material.

゜Lengthening the program to five　or six weeks would reduce the pressure on students

　and give them more time to develop their English skills and give them the freedom to

　explore the　local　environment.

゜The feedback ｌｏｏｐwhich allows for students to give their comments at the end of the

　program should be improved by sharing their comments with future students. Asking

　students who have　attended the PR program to talk to new cohorts would facilitate

　the dissernination of pertinent information rather than simplｙ providing information

　from the university administration's point of view.

　One caveat which must be raised with regard to lengthening the PR program is the cost

factor. The fact that some students view the current program as “a　littｌｅ　ｅｘｐｅｎｓiｖｅ”could

possibly mean that prospective PR students may balk at signing up for ａ longer course　at a

higher price.

6 . Conclusion

　Providing students with the opportunity to study abroad is becoming increasingly important

for universities in Japan. Nowadays, many students are looking to expand their experiential

horizons beyond the‘ｃｏｍｆｏｒt-ｚｏｎｅ’of life in Japan. The students who choose　to join these

programs　understand that study abroad programs　can give them experiences　which their

usual　courses　cannot.

　As l have argued in ａ previous paper, Japan needs to rethink its English education system

(Cripps, 2002). Signs of fundamental change can be seen in the decision to reshape the way

English is taught at high schools from 2013. Whether the moves　by the Ministry of

Education, Culture, Sports, Science　and Technology （ＭＥＸＴ）tｏ implement ‘English only'

classes from this date will succeed remains to be seen.

　For educators who seek to foster learner autonomy through experiential learning, study

abroad programs　can　act　as　ａ catalyst for learner interdependence　and independence.　The

impact of these programs on the students in such ａ short space　of time is remarkable. Many

of our　students at Ritsumeikan University appear invigorated after returning to Japan　and

approach their studies with ａ　new　sense of enthusiasm and motivation. As educators, we

should　try　to　harness　this energy and help students to use it to fuel their desire for
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knowledge and life-long learning. Considering the current economic circumstances l feel that

arming our　students with valuable experiences　and ａ positive attitude will help them forge ａ

bright and optimistic future｡

　Jack Ｌｏｎｄｏｎ’scredo which begins“I　ＶＤＯｕld　ｒａtheｒｈｅａｓheｓ tｈａｎｄｕｓt!”（ＳｏｎｏｍａState

University, 2006). is particularly pertinent considering the difficulties that many Japanese

students now face The Ｐａ�ic Bridge program offers hope, inspiration, and succor to students

who want to escape the current　social　and economic malaise. ｌ am hopeful that our PR

students will burn brightly and use their time wisely･

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　I VDould ｒａtｈｅｒ ｈｅ ａ＾heｓ 決ａｎ ｄｕＲt ！

I　－ｗｏｕld　ｒａtheｒ　thaｔ ｍｙ ｓｐａｒk ｓhoｕld hｕｍ ｏｕt　in　ａ　hｒillianｔ　hlaｚｅ　than iｔ ｓhoｕld he ｓt沼ｅｄ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　卵ｄ昭一ｒｏt.

Ｉ　ｘｖｏｕld　ｒａtheｒ he　ａ ｓｕｐｅｒb　ｍｅtｅｏｒ、ｅｖｅｒｙ　ａtｏｍ ｏｆ ｍｅ ｉｎ　ｍａｇｎｉ＾ｃｅｎt ｇｌｏｘｖ、ｔｈａｎ　ａ　ｓｌｅｅｐｙ ａｎｄ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｈｅｒｍａｎｅ戒斑ａｎｅt.

　　　　　　　　　　　　7‾’he　fｕｎｃtｉｏｎ ｏｆ ｍａｎ ｉｓ tｏ １佃ｅ、ｎｏt tｏ ｅエiｓｔ.

　　　　　　　　　　l ｓhall not ｘｖａｓtｅ ｍｙ ｄａｙｓ　tｒｙｉｎｇ tｏ ｐｒｏｌｏｎｇ　tｈｅｍ.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7八ｓhall　ｕｓｅ ｍｙ tｉｍｅ.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Jack London (1876-1916)
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